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ABSTRACT
This work concerns the development of a methodology The results clearly show hat the regime transitions we

whic ojective is to characterize and diagnose two-phase flow correlated with local time-firequency covarmce peaks, hich
regime transitions. The approach is based on the fundamental demonstrates that these regime trusitions are haracterized by
assumption that a transition flow is less stationary-dia a flow a loss of statioaarity. Consequently, the time-frequency
with an eablished regime. covariance constitutes an objective two-phase flow regime

transition indicator.
In a first. tme, the eorts ocused on 
othe design and construction of an experimental loop, INTRODUCTION

allowing to reproduce the main hocirmtal two-phase A muluphase mixture am flow according to several
flow patterns, in a stable ad controlled way, topological organizations ad patterns or regimes. The

*the design and constrtiction of an electrical impedance macroscopic behavior of the flow like pressure drop, waU heat
probe, prowding an imaged hilbrination of the spatial exchanges or mechanical interaction with structures is Su gly
phase distribution in the pipe, correlated to the now regime and can vry fom one pattern to

ethe systematic study of the joint time-frequency and another From an industrial point of view an optimal
time-scale analysis methods, which permitted to dfine exploimdon offers durability and nfidy of the equipment only
an adequate parameter quantifying the unstationarity when the istalilation operates according to the flow regimes
degree. that it was designed for. iis means that one as t, be able not

only to detect instantaneously what the flow pattern is, but also
In a sond tme, in rder to verify the fundamental an eventual udestred flow pattern transition must be detected

assumption, a series of experiments were onducted, which in order to react in the sense of avoiding it, or simply to be
objective was to demonstrate the correlation between aware of it. Thus it is dear that the u of active control
unstationarity and regime transition. The unstationarity degree techniques in muluphase fluids manipulation and transport
was quantified by calculating the Gabor's transform tinte- systems represents a major technological development in
frequency covariance of the impedance probe signals. Petrochemical or thermonuclear industries among others.
Furthermore, the penomenology of each transition was
characterized by the joint moments and entropy.
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Traditionally. the identification of two-phase flow regimes STATIONARITY AND TIME-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
was made visually or by drect analysis of pssure or void When caracterizing a temporal stochastic process, what
fraction signals. The use of signal analysis methods represents we can do is to define a certain number of local description
in this context an extension of our observation and parameters like satistical moments, orrelation coefficients
interpretation capacities. Thus, Hubbard Dukler 1966) etc. If thew parameters don't change ith Lime, we can say that
characterized several flow patterns based on the spectral the process is stationary.
analysis of pressure snals. We can also evoke in this same

line the works of Weisman et aL 1979) Vce Lahey In the context of deterministic processes. stationarity is

(1982), Matsui 1984). Tutu 1994), Mishima Ishii 1984), generally assumed to be a spectra ste in wich the frequency

Sekoguchi et a]. 1987) and many others. A very detailed composition is constant with respect to time. By analogy with

review about this suborn with phasis an diapostic the tochastic approach, what we can do i tis situation is to

methods applied to gas-liquid flows, can be found in Drabos & define a ocruin nurnber of local parametem constructed from

Cermak 1989). However, though this approach is wll suited a temporal description of the process's spectral content, what

for the caracterization of the derent flow regimes, the leads as aturWy to joint time-frequency alysis. In other

identification of the frontiers bwee tem lacks of objectivity words, a am-frequency description of the process represented

(Vince & La4ey, 1992). by an analytic signal x I L 91 is a joint function

Px( t. (o ) strongly ocentrated, at a time near the

In the otitext of parametrical methods applied on the frequencies existing in the signal at that time. Thus,

calculus of ftwtal dimensions, we refer to the works of Saether stationarity implies tat the function Px( t . (o ) is independent

et al. 1990). Dbulesia et al.(1991), Franca et al. 1991) and of time t or, if we admit a slow modulation of the amplitudes

Lewin 1992). Recently Giona et al. (1994a, 1994b) proposed (in the sense of Bedrosian's theorem for example), that it is

the use dffusional aalysis as a suited method for the separable as vie will see ltter on.

on of the two-phase flow pattern transition An

interesting work is the one by Rajkovic et al. 1995), in which There are many ways by which one can construct these
the spatio-tcuiporal complexity, calculated with the elp of the

joint functiotis, such as the short time Fourier transform or
proper orthogonal decomposition method, used to Gabor's transform, the Wavelet transform or the Wigner-Ville

different flow regimes. In the scope of evolutive distribution. What dstinguishes these joint dstributions is the

model dentification, 7hang 1993) proposed an aWy based manner by which teir analysing function is otained:

methodology of two-phase flow instabilities characterization. translations in the time-frequezicy plane for the Gabor

Despite the range of possibilities opened by these new transform, &Mae traWamations for wavelets or the Fourier

methods, their feasibility and universality sl has to be tran of the ambiguity function for Wigner-Ville

ted on a sufficiently large data base. (Flandrin, 1993).

In what concerns non-parainetrical approachm time- UNSTATIONARFTY QUANTIFICATION

froquency and time-scale (wavelets) methods have been In what precedes, the concept of stationarity was dfined

applied with success on many technological and sentific for the deterministic context. We saw that a sionary

problems. Specifically, in two-phase fluid mechanics, Hervicu daerministic process is one of wich the spectral compositio is

& Leduc 1991) demonstrated the potentiality of the wavelet independent of time. But real signals are never purely

trarisfiorm to characte= different vertical flow patterns. law stationary and a me realistic attribute describing the

on, Seleghim 1993) proposed an objective criterion for the steadiness of the spectral. content is their of

vertical bubble to slug transition, based on the qantification of unstationarity The unstationarity easure that w be

the stationarity degree of fluctuating pressure signals. This considered in this work is based on ageometrical

criterion vw then validated in an exhaustive series of interpretation of the joint time-frequency distribution.

experimental tests (Seleghim & Hervim 1994 and ffvieu &

Seleghim, 1995). As we aeady said, if the analyzed signal is stationary iVs

spectral oontesit doesn't change with time. If this definition is
The present work concerns the proposition of a less interpreted in a strict sense, we cnclude that the joint time-

specific transition criterion based on the sam underlying Erequency firriction Px(t, w) must be ndependent of time.

assumption that flows with a fiWy-developed regime are more Otherwise, if the information associated with slow modulations

stationary than flows in a transition regime. In tat objecti a of the instantaneous amplitude can be neglected, we can say

more general deterministic stationarity quantifter will be that Px( t , co is close to a separable (or factorable) function.

construcmd. This criterion will be validated with respect to all that is

horizontal two-phase flow pattern transitions.
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PX(1,4))= Fx([)Gx(w) approach would lead us to a nonlinear partial differential

with some convenient condition on Fx i . fw instance equation

(Bedrosian's sense) EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

S.pJh(W)] r, Supp[Gx(w) = (2) The experimental loop

The experimental loop is basically cmposed of an open
The idea behind expression (1) is of a pemmcnt SIXXTral air circuit, a dosed water circuit, a mixer, a test section and a

envelope Gx(to), defining the ratio between qxxtral separator (Figure 1). Ile Plexiglas test section is 30 m long

components, slowly modulated in amplitude by x i . and 60 mm in diameter. Special supports were designed in

This being, unstationarity can be quanutied by order to be dynamically neutral. to ompensate thermal

measuring how a specific joint firtiction Px( i . to could stresses and to aow a small inclination of the test section

be represented by a separable hinction. In oer words. if (±20). The istrumentation includes temperature and pressure

P: F(91) -, H C: L?(%2 (3) transducers, electromagnetic and turbine type flow meters
respectively to measure the water and the air flow rates. Two

and SCV(9 2 is the subspace of all sparable joint independent ED based regulation loops control both flow

firtictious Px t co Fx t Gx( o , what we ned o do is to rates, and aow to operate imposed slow transients.

calculate the distance between Px( I. 0 ) and it's p�oction

into S. However, this is not as easy as it seems bt:cause very T-Us".0m", C-4.
little is known about S, even if it exists for a given typc of joint

function. But we can evoke plausible aguments to construct a
W~measure satisfying some of the requirements of an

unstationarity quantifier. If we refer to the definitions of local
time and frequency barycenters, these pameters iv a

general indication of where the energy Ex( r is predominantly

concentrated inside the analyzing window r . They can

thus be sew as an average time and an average frequency.

weighted by te local energy distribution. If the original signal

is stationary, it is reasonable to assume that these averages are

uncorrelated. In other words defining the mixed non-centered

moment: Figure 1. The experintental loop.

(r) ffwt P(ta))&dw (4) The conductivity probe
Ex(r) In order to identify a flow regione transition by quantifying

the deviation from deterministic stationarity, we only need to
under the assumption above, w could expect that exhibit variations in the spectral content of a signal which

A&M = MACr) (5) must carry information oncernhig the flow patterns and their
mansitions, like interflacial area or void firaction which can be

and erefore the excess of A., over quandfies bow time easily determined by using a esistive impedance mcastirement

is correlated with frequency. We then dffine technique. Since the diagnostic we intend to do lies more on

C0VPr ( T & a. () AV MAt W (6) momftnWit

and call it joint time-frequency covariance in analogy with the Excibmion
concep fom mathematical probability ring

Expression 6) is a very convenient definition. We can

for instance verify that if Px( t . to is separable, the covariance

equals to zero. Another important thing that must be

established are the joint fitinctions that maximise the

covariance, but this is not a simple task. A variational 10 I" I.Mift
311"

Figure 2 The conductivity probe.
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specoral features than on absolute values of the signal, we
adopted an electrode onfiguration composed of an exciting Q1
ring and a masuring ring mounted flush in the tube. This (m3/b) K Bubbly Flow
producir-s a conductivity signal the mean value of wic is
related to the void faction by a factor depending only on the
flow regime (Andreussi et al., 1988) 'Me configuration of the
probe as well as the conditioning eectronics are depicted in 101, Slug l
Figure 2.

EiVed~ tal procedures C
Our xperimental aproach consists essentially in doing Ulm

transient tests i wch the flow egime slowly evolves from Flow
one established configuration to another, crossin a =of=
in between. Dming these tests, the tutstaticearity w be
locally quantified and what we expect to fd is that it reaches
a Tn2XiMtIM When the flow is in the Wsition Zone. Stratified Sm tra Wa
Consequently the transient's rapidity and the temporal 0.14� �! I

I 10 100 Q9analysing scale are essential parameters that must be very (nL3#b)
carefully cosen because one must be able to distinguish the
effects of the flow egime transition from the transient Itself Figur 3 Taitel & Dulder's two-phase flow nmp
For instance, during a transition between slug and bubbly flow, Indicating the transient trajectories.

with a oonstant air flow ram the interval bween to slugs the flow's spectral content, and of our microoomputer's
depends on the liquid flow. This is transl2ted in the time- configuration, we were able to acquire a -21riTnum of 2 14
freqt=cy pne by a modulation of the spectral samples at requencies of 20 w 30 Hz 9.1 to 13.6 minutes).

with the slugging frequency cer). if th This represented a compromise between the transient's
nostationarity is quandfied over an inappropriate time interval, duration and the time necessary for the calculus.
it is possible that tis evolution of the spectral content becomes
Indistinguishable from the variations ssociated with die flow The transient tests
regime transition. One way of solving'diis kind of problem, Ls 1be test Vid, defined in Table was efined to explore
to vary the flow ra the most slowly as possible and the uximum of the circuit's performance 'Me trajectories in
according to a trajectory in a t%*-phase flow map, the fow map are gnerated by keepmg one flow rate Sas or
perpendicular to the line representing flow rgime transition. liquid) constant wile the other varies in three steps constant
We can then onsider the flow as being locally permanent (or during a few sconds (step 1). then a ramp joinin te srting
mom precisely quasi-permanent.), avoiding the apparition of and the ending flow rates and, once MOM constant during
dynamical resumes (Tattel & Dkler, 1996). In hict, the some scooods (step 3 Ike reason for the constant flow rate
dtzration of a tmostent is limited by hardware esources. In periods is to aow a good characterizati(in of the starring and
vww of the minimum sampling raw, ch Ls ermine by

Legend Transition Qg (/h) Q1 (m/h) step I ramp step 3
duration drtration duration

A stratified smooth to slug 5 0.5 to 3 70 s 679.2 s 70 s
B stratified smooth to slug 10 0.5 to 70 s 406.1 s 70 s

C stnitified wavy to slug 40 0.5 to 70 s 406.1 s 70 s
D stratified smooth to wavy 10 to 40 0 1 40 s 486.1 s 20 s
E stratified smooth to wavy 10 to 40 0.5 70 406.1 s 70 s
F statified wavy to rgged 40 to 60 0.2 40 s 486.1 s 20 s
G stratified wavy to rugged 30 to 60 0.5 70 s 456.1 s 20 s
H stratified wavy to rugged 30 to 50 0.75 70 s 456.1 s 20 s
I slug to bubbly 5 5 to 50 70 s 456.1 s 20 s
i slug to bubbly 7.5 5 to 50 70 s 679.2 s 70 s
K slug to bubbly 10 5 to 50 1 70 s 456.1 s 20 s
L slug to annular 70 to 250 2 70 s 449.2 s 300 s

Table 1 Tansient test conditions.
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ending flow regimes. The trajectories representing these tests present the Gabor transform of the conductivity signal
in the Taitel & Dukler's two-phase flow map (Taitel & Dulder, corresponding to tests and C in Table 1. In the first part of
1976) are plotted in Figure 3 the transients (O to -150 seconds) the flow regime corresponds

to stratified smooth in test B, which Ls characterized by the
absence of significant oherent interfacial oscillations. In the

RESULTS beginning of test C� the interfacial waves are clearly dentified
Results obtained from the time-frequency analysis of te with the 45 Hz components in the diagram. In the last part of

conductivity signals corresponding to the transient tests these ests, the flow regime is intermittent, wic is
described in the preceding section will be dscussed. More fundamentally caracterized in the time-frequency plane by the
precisely, each regime transitio wl be iustrated with slugging frequency. An important feature that we can observe

a) the mductivity signal (volts versus time in seconds), from these tests is that the transition betwetm stratified and
b) the signal spectrum (frequency in Hz is vertical), slug flow occurs catastrophically, i.e., the stratified nature of
c) the Gabor transform. of the signal Tequency in z the flow is suddenly destroyed by the occurrence of the

versus time in sconds), intermittent pattern, due to the Tnain pysical mechanismz
d) the time-frequency covariance calculated from this governing the transition the ompetition between gravity and

Gabor transform (in arbitrary uts versus time in capillary forces tending to stabilize the interface and the
seconds), Bernoulli effect tending to destroy it Milne-Ibompsm, 1960).

e) additional iformation. The Kelvin-Helmholtz's theory provides a sbility riterion
that, associated with the equilibritan equation of the liquid

Stratified to Intermittent flow transition film, constitutes a good theoretical model for the stratifie to
In stratified flow, gravity forces predominate over the slug flow transition (Taitel & Dukler, 1976). Let us now

other ones, producing a segregation between the liquid and the consider the stationarity aspects of these tests. It is evident
gas phases. The average liquid level and it's geometry depend from the time-frequency diagrams that the transition is related
on the ratio of the flow rates. Two stratified sub-regimes are with (catastrophic) reorganization of the local spectral energy.
generally accepted: strutified smooth, in which the interface is The behavior of the time-frequency cDvariance reflects this fact
flat. and satified wavy, in which the interface presents and presents a peak in the transition region, indicating that
coherent aves. Slug flow Ls ssentially characterized by a there is effectively a loss of stationarity.
repeated geometrical structure composed of an air plug and a
liquid slug. 7bese main characteristics are very easily
recognized i the time-frequency plane: figures 4 and 

Figure 4 Svooth stratified to intermittent flow transition (test B).
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---------------- ---------- - ------ --... ....... - ------

Figure S. Wavy stratified to ntermittent flow transition (test C).

occurs and waves are generated almost instantaneously over
Stratified smooth to stratified wavy flow tansition the entire test section. his appears in the time-frequency

1D horizontal stratified flow the energy necessary for the plane as the convergence of the spectral energy wic is
interfacial aves to develop comes essentially from the gas initially spread, to a narrow band centered on the average wave
flow. The transition bween stratified sooth and stratified frequency 45 Hz), as we can se in figure 6 ch
wavy regimes occurs when the gas velocity is high enough to corresponds to test E. Observing the time-fi-equency diagram,

the interface, maintaining the coherence of the it is clear that the stratified smooth to stratified wavy transition
waves, bt not high enough to trigger the Kelvin-Helmholtz is of catastrophical type, as in the preceding case. In spite of
instability. Although the physical mechanisais gverning the this, the identification based only on the direct observation of
generation of these waves are not completely known, it is the conductivity signals would be delicate. The information
generally accepted that pressure and shear forces must emphasized in the original signals is the variation of the
overcome the viscous dissipation in order to assure the average liqaid level (signal's d), which is not very important
coherence of the waves. When this happens, the transition in what concerns the transition. In opposite, the reordering of

4t
(b)

(d)

----- -----

Figure 6 Stratified smooth to strati ed wavy flow transition (test E).
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Figure 7 Stratified wavy to stratified rugged flow transition (test G).

the local spectral energy is an important information and it is highlight an important aspect of this transient test. In
quite well stressed in the time frequency-plane. intermittent flow, the increase of the water flow rate causes an

As we can see in figure 6 the covarianc pesents a increase on the global velocity of two-phase structures (or
pronounced peak wch permits to localize the regune group velocity) and, consequently, on the slugging frequency
transition without ambiguity. This fact confirms also our (Taitel & Dukler, 1977; Maron et at., 1991). To be able to
working ssumption, i.e., that the umsition is related to a loss show not only the regime transition, but also how the slugging
of stationarity, frequency varies with the liquid flow rate, we decided to fix

their initial values (5.0 m31h in tests J and K - Table )
Stratified wavy to stratified rugged flow transition considerably smaller than the expected slug to bubbly

From the stratified avy flow regime, wen increasing the transition one. This is ossible because the time coristant
air flow rate at coustant water flow rate, there is a moment associated with these transitions, ie., the time ecessary to
when the waves completely loose their coherence and the reach a pmanent regime when the initial flow rate is
interface ecomes rugged. In the time frequency-plane the modified instantaneously to it's final value, is considcraMy
stratified wavy to stratified rugged transition is aracterized smaller (about 10 seconds) than those associated with stratified
by an abrupt dispersion of the spectral energy that was initially flow transitions for example (about 100 seconds). Figure 
cotifined i a arrow frequency band. It is then a ausuvphic shows the results obtained from the atialysis of ten J in Table
transition. The following diagram which orresponds to test G 1. The slug to bubbly transition is characterized in the te
in table 1) illustrates ts. The transition is oe more frequency plane by a progressive dispersion of the q=trml
identified unambiguously by the covariance peak in the energy itially closed around the average slugging
corresponding arn of figure 7 frequency. In opposite to the transitions considered up to nom�%

An important aspect must be stressed about this this one is of an evolutive W .The covariance signal presents
transition given that the nature of the flow does not change several local -xiina Tbe first one is related with the kind
between stratified smooth, wavy and rugged, they should be how the slugging requency varies with the water flow rate
classified as sub-regimes of a stratified flow pattern group. and, as the number of different peaks suggests, there must exist
Besides, it would be probably impossible to distinguish then a omplex mchanism coupling both. In what concerns the
from signals comi g from less local measurements like regune transition we can say tat it srts to take place after
fluctuating pessuir, hold-up or pessure dop- = 450 when the air plugs sarts to loose their integrity due

to the turbulence intensity. The distance between air plugs
Intennittent to bubbly flow tansition increases and, consequently the slugging frequency decreases

Me wmsition between slug to bubbly flow transition and the spectral energy starts to be dispersed as it is evident
occurs when turbulent fluctiations are large enough to break from figure 8. The bubbly flow is completely established after
the air plugs, which are maintained by buoyancy forces and = 650 s and the covariance peak centered near = 630 s
surface tension. It is thus a situmon intrinsic to high liquid indicates the unstationarity aximum, where both regimes
flow rates. But before discussing the results, let us Ent
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Figure S. Intermittent to bubbly flow transition (test J).

seem to coexist (probably a characteristic of the evolutive time-frequency analysis of the slug to anntilm flow trarisition.
transitions).

17his is again an evolutive transition. Ile spectral energy
Intermittent to annular flow tansition initially confined in a narrow frequency band associated with

For an annular flow to appear from intermittent flow, is the slug&g frequency slowly evolves to a broader band

necessary that the gas velocity be great enough to break related to the circular waves frequency, which charcterizes
through the liquid slugs. Vften this bappens, the liquid flows this annular regime. The covarianor traoe shows two peaks.

in the annulus of the tube pushed by the gas wich occupies The first one, as in the slug to bubbly Wansition, is due to the

the core of the tube. In some particulu condition, tere may be modulation of the slugging frequency by the air flow rate. The
circular waves on the liquid film. 11e destruction of their sooood peak, otered ear = 330 s, indicates the regime

crests generate a droplet spray that is cmvectod by the gas transition when the water slugs loose their integrity.

flow in the core of the tbe. This is the case in test L in Table

1. The following figure presents the results obtained fran the

(b)

Figure S. Intermittent to annular flow transition (test Q.
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Comparison with Taftel & Duklers model
'rbe local covariance nnximn obtained experimentally 01

from the time-frequency analysis of tests A to L, cbaracEerize
the flow regime transitions. In order to compare this results,
which are based on non-physical arguments, with values 100
obtained from a physical analysis of the transition, we used
Taitel and Dukler's model (Taitel & Dukler, 1976). They are bubWY

grouped in Table 2.
to

Transien measured theoretical deviation
t tranution flow rate mutton flow rate Mr-&,A to am

test to dw

A 0 = 162 m'/h Q = 163 in 0. %
B 0 = 192 m'/h 0 = 175 m 8. % saudfied wavy to

C 0 = 130 m3/h 0 = 189 m/h 31.2 swaftEhad Gued
o = 18 M3/hD Q = 33.8 m/b 46.7 

E Olt = 30 m'Jh Qg = 43.1 m3/h 30.4 
F O = 55 m/h - -
G o = 59 in 0.01
H Q = 46 mh - - I 10 100 1000 OR W&)

Q = 35 m'/h 0 = 57.0 m'/b 38.6 Figure 10. Experimental localizabon of transitions on
Ql = 36 m/h 0 = 61.3 m-/h 41 -2 Taftel & Dulder's flow regirne map.
Ql = 38 m/h Q = 70.9 M3�

09= 17A CONCLUSIONS
In ti wrld. we studied two-phase flow regime transitions

Table 2 Measured and theoretical transftion flow by the tune-frequency aalysis of conductivity signals. Our
rates. main god was to characterize and to propose am Wmve

transition indicator, based on the uantification of the degree
The first corn indicates the flow rate at which tme- of unstationarity. In other words, if we assum ta a flow with

frequency covariance maxima were observed, and must be an established rgime flows is more stationary ta a m sition
compared with the values in the second column, obtained with flow the deviation fm stationarity would provid an
Taitel & Dulder's model. indication of regime transition. In order to verify ts

assumption. and as an nstationarity quantifier, we considered
The aalysis of the above results reveals an average the joint time-frequency covariance, based on a less rigid

deviation exceeding 30% between the measured and the interpretation of stationarity which accepts slow modulations
theoretical transition flow rates. The difference is xplanable of the instautancous amplitude) and on probabilistic arguments
bemuse the theoretical values were calculated using (local average time and frequency are norrelated if the
parameters that may be not representative of w nsullation. process is stationary) A qualitative study sowed, for a
For instanM the wave velocity in stratified wavy flow is monochromatic sgnet that the covariance is maxim ised when
defined in the model as bng equal to the average water flow the joint function his a ± /4 inclined structure, which reflects
velocity which is not the caw in our test section. It is evident a maximum coupling bween the local average time and
that a more appropriate hoice of these lend Of Parameters frequency Fran a strict theoretical point of view this is not
would reduce considerably the deviation, as observed in test A. satisfactory and a cmplete mathematical analysis of the
Another example is the criterion used to efine the slug to behavior of the ovariance would be ncessary. However, for
annular transition. In tam of general tendency, these results our practical purposes, this qualitative result was enough. In
we in good agreement with the model, although there is no all transient tests there is a peak on the local covarianoe signal
direct relation baween them. Ibis can be observed in the associated with the flow regime transition, confirming or
following figure where the covariance maxim were plotted in woricing assumption that the transition is related to a loss of
Taitel & Dukler's two-phase flow p. Th srprisingly good stationarity. It stitutes then a aquate flow regime
agreement of between the heoretical and the experimental tritasition indicator.
flow rate values corresponding to tests A and B, indicates tat
the transition mechanism is very well described in the model. Another imporuint positive aspect of the time-frequency
i.e. the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. oovariance as a transition identifier is it's potential
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urtiversality and objectivity, in the sense of ncx being parameters capable of describing these dynamic regimes, many
dependent of our perception of the pysical pbenornena taking methodologies can be envisaged in the context of time-
place in the flow. In oer words, as it doesn't take into frequency aalysis. It remains an open field.
account any phenomenological aspect but only c ctincLT of
deterministic stationarity, it sould be, in principic. applicable ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
to any flow regime transition. Moreover. and for the same This work was performed at the CEA-Grenoble under the
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